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Introduction 
This paper is concerneu with 'the fracture properties of amorphous, l inear  
high polyners below the glass transition temperature and under conditions of load- 
ing such tnat  material fa i lure  may be classif ied as apyarently b r i t t l e .  A t  extremely 
low ra tes  of loading o r  a t  temperatures approaching the glass transit ion,  the poly- 
mers of interest  may also exnibit a ductile type of fa i lure ,  and the relevance of 
the concepts presented t o  such a failure node is also mentioned briefly. 
I t  is well ;nom that  ?lasslike, l inear high ,plymers are  capable of innomo- 
geneous defomation processes. 
deformation system i n  w,iicn the stresses and deformations within the craze arc 
markedly different from the corresponding quantities within the uncrazed "matrix," 
or  bulk material. Since the formation of a craze represents an apparently plast ic  
deformation, it follows that  tilc s ize  of the craze is - not uniquely coupled t o  the 
load or  defomation which acts  a t  any instant on the bulk sample. 
extent of apparently i3lastic deformation which constitutes the craze is coqled  t o  
the en t i re  stress history of the f l a w  o r  defect whicli SenerateG tlie stress co~icen- 
Crazc fol7natio.i is ax example of such a non-uniforn 
Rather, tiie 
t ra t ion  siving rise t o  a localizec~ plastic deformation. n u s ,  it follows tnat Ilaiow- 
i 
lecige of the in iz ia l  s t ress  concentration factor,  t'fic sanple loadin: iiistory xd 
t!ie rheological response of the material to  localized hi,@ stresses are require2 to  
define the path-aependent -- growth o f  a plast ic  region within an apparently glasslike 
m t r i x .  
Attempts t o  aprly the Griffi th cri terion (1) ,  equatior, 1, 
t€k % 
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t o  tensi le  strength data of polystyrene (PS) and polpethiylmethaerylate (!?!$!A) 
have indicated a nuniDer of conceytual d i f f icu l t ies .  For exam?le, it llas been 
observed (2 ,  3 )  tnat  PS and FEJA obey the Griff i th  equation quali tatively in that 
a plot  of log c~ versus log c ,  for  a r t i f i c i a l  flaws of lenqth c y  gives a st raight  
l ine  of slope ( -1 /2) .  lIowever, atteripts t o  correlate the experimental values of 
+Le P-: cc:+L . - . , *Fnrn  n->n-.--~ ~ . ; + h  +hr,nm+;rnl  n.-+;mn+rn.- 0 y Lilc U l L l l l L 1 1  J U A I C A G ' C I  b A l b l F ; J  y U V l L l l  L I I ~ V A C I L A C C L A  CI3CAI*ICLLbJ G f  1 k~~~~~~ tkt 
the expcriTenta1 value is generally two o r  three orders of W g I I i t U d e  larger than the 
value obtained by consideration of chain backbone bond strengths and densities (4). 
This "excess" value of 
deform and orient the ~nacromolecules a t  t h e  t i p  of a proyagating crack in  a glass- 
l i k e  nigh polymer ( 2 ,  3 ,  4). 
has beeii attributed t o  the energy requirea t o  plast ical ly  
Fracture surface morphology s tdies  have shorn conclusively that  a high degree 
of localized defonnation occurs near and on the surfaces formed by a propaqatinp 
crack in  a glasslike high polymer (5-10). 
i n  attempting t o  extract information from the Griffi th equation on plast ic  defor- 
mation which occurs during the actual propaqation of a crack, since t h i s  equation 
is baseJ on a cr i ter ion for  crach instabi l i ty ,  that  i s ,  the concition at  which 
crack growth in i t ia tes .  
tiowever, a conceptual diff icul ty  ar ises  
ltllile the presence of large scale deforniation and orientation of material a t  
the t i p  of a propagating crach cannot be denied, such deiormations bear l i t t l e  
direct relationsiiip t o  t n e  deformations a t  the crack t i p  wnich occur prior t o  cracK 
propagation and which, of necessity, are dependent on the sample loading nistory. 
'flius, any p las t ic  deformation a t  the t i p  of a s t ress  concentrating flaw, pr ior  t o  
the onset of flaw instabi l i ty ,  w i l l  he path-dependent and will result  i n  a path- 
aependent modification, or  alteration, of the s t ress  concentration giving rise t o  
the p l a s t i c  deformation. Therefore, sucti p las t ic  deformations 00 - not constitute 
a material parameter, per se ,  but  rather a path-clependent function of tne simple 
loading llistory, i n i t i a l  s t ress  concentration factor,  riieological response of the 
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material, and the mutual interaction of the rheological response and stress con- 
centratioa, a l l  prior t o  failure.  
Another conceptual diff icul ty  in the application of the Griff i th  equation 
t o  glasslike high polyiners is the observed decrease of 3 with tensi le  test  temp- 
erature ( l l ) ,  i n  contrast t o  the expected enhancement of p las t ic  processes a t  ele- 
,,.,+-,i +nnma.-e+..wrrr r &I.-- :-:+-*: --- 
cIcQ-u L . I I 1 k ~ b A a L u l b ~ .  a t i l  L J l G l  l ~ i i i ~ d ~ i ~ i ~  of tlie C r i f r ' i t i i  equation inciucie i ts  
inabi l i ty  t o  account for  tim-dependent phenomeria such as rate  of loading effects 
on tensi le  strength or  for creep failure,  unless additional ad-hoc variations of 
Y are pemitted.  
A demonstration of the si<gnificance of p las t ic  processes which occur pr ior  
t o  flaw ins tab i l i ty ,  and which result i n  differences in  observed tensi le  strength 
data, is shorm i n  Figures 1 an3 2 .  
flaws introduced a t  various temperatures were tensi le  tested a t  the same t q e r a t u r c  
and Figures 1 ani  2 show the least-mean-squares l ines obtained. 
the same size exhibit varying degrees of s t ress  concentrating ab i l i t y  wiiicii arc  
Samples of P*NA arid PS which contained a r t i f i c i a l  
Clearly, flaws of 
deperident on the conditiolis of flaw introduction. 
which i l l u s t r a t e  t;lc rion-iuiiqtx applicability of tile Griff i th  equation, have been 
The results of these experiments .. 
interpreted in terms of t:ie i n i t i a l  degree of p las t ic i ty  which surroun~is tlie flaw 
t i p ,  as ir,fluer,ccd Dy t;;e flaw introduction temperature (12, 15). Thus, i f  ti:e 
observed fracture strength is dependent on the conditions of flaw introduction -
as well as tlie conditioris of tne fracture t e s t ,  then the Griffi th surface energy 
canriot be considerec: a material parmeter, as originally intended. 
unique surface energy for  high polyners has also been eqhasized by 6ih.cniian (17). 
The effect  of a tone of plastic &formation 011 the s t rcss  concentration fac- 
t o r  of a crack has been considered (14, 15). Refcrring t o  Figure 3, i f  a crack of 
length c (or an e l l ipse  of major m i s  2c). orieritcci 13erpendiculnr t o  the axis o i  
ayplied uniaxial s t r e s s ,  ends in  a reqion of plast ic  defomiation of extent E r a ,  
Tile lack o r  R 
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measured in  the direction shown, then the stress concentration factor is  given 
by equation 2 
where Q, is  t h e  stress concentration factor,  is the applied stress, e is 
characterize the f l a w  as mentioned above. I t  is t o  be noted tha t  the flaw t i p ,  
__. i .e., i t s  radius of curvature, does not enter into equation 2 if a plast ic  zone 
surrounds the ti7. 
becomes the radius of curvature of the flaw itself. 
IIOwever, in  the absence of Tlasticity, the yo of equation 2 
Therefore, any p las t ic i ty  or  
in i t ia t ion  of p las t ic i ty  a t  the t i p  o f  a flaw can nodify appreciably tne stress 
concmtrzting zb i l i ty  of the flaw. F D r  glasslike 3igii plyners? consideration c f  
such effects is essential t o  an understanding of the fracture process i tself ,  as 
i l lus t ra ted  by FiLgures 1 xiti 2 .  
Incorporation of tlie plast ic i ty  modified stress concentration factor of equa- 
t ion 2 into a fai lure  theory analogous t o  Gr i i f i th ' s  theory resul ts  i n  cyuatiori 3, 
as obtained by Orowan ( lo )  : 
where fa is the s ize  of t h e  p las t ic  zone a t  the instant O F  fa i lure ,  i .e. ,  a t  ti:e 
onset of crack pro?a:;ation, and b is a nolrtcular spacirkg constalit. I t  is t o  be 
noted tha t  i f  l i lasticity effccts  becone Iic$igible, then se t t i nz  5 cyml t o  i l  
gives tkc Orowan resul t  for  a sharp crac'h i n  an e las t ic  medim, whjcti is iZc:itical, 
within a consta:it, t o  t h e  Criffi t i i  equation. 
IJsing data (4) O:I tiic fa i lure  strcrigths o f  PP;A 1% aa! t k c r e t i c a l  estki-  
7 
ates of 1 of the oriler of XU er;;s/mL, it is foui :~ from equaticn 3 tjiat p~ is 
of the order of 1,000A, which is  in  reasonable agrement wi th  c s t imtes  of the c;e;-t:-ts 
of the orieriteu layers on the fracture surfaces of glassy po lpc r s  ( t j  . 
0 
T h i s ,  usin2 
. 
~ 
the Orowan modification, it would appear tha t  t h e  anomalous behavior of 1 , the 
I surface ener'gy tenn, may be accounted for by the allowance of a p las t ic  zone a t  the 
flaw t i p  wfiich exis ts  pr ior  t o  flaw propagation. 
with the resul ts  of Figures 1 and 2 .  
This conclusion is i n  agreement 
In view of the reasonable nature of the value of obtained above, a theory 
w i l l  now be ?resented which treats the genexl ,  tice-dependeR% strzss c~nceatratim 
factor - rheological response problem. 
cxl5ibit localized p las t ic  deformations which are time-depcndent and stress-sensi- 
t ive ,  the p las t ic  zone a t  the t i p  of a f l a w  will vary i n  size during the sample 
loadins history. 
t ra t ion  causing p las t ic  and viscoelastic effects.  
zone determines its o m  future Zbility for  growth. 
ps 
Since amorphous glasslike high polymers 
But tlie size of the p las t ic  zone w i l l  influence the stress concen- 
Thus, the growth of a p las t ic  
A simultaneous solution of the equation which zives the stress concentration 
as a function of p las t ic  zone size and t h e  equation which describes the rheological 
response of the material t o  localized high stress is required. This solution w i l l  
be path-dependent on the sample loadinq history am1 parametrically dependent on 
, the i n i t i a l  value of the s t ress  concentration factor, i .e.,  the character of trie -
f l aw .  Only a f t e r  solution fo r  the stress history in  the plast ic  zone can a local- 
ized cr i ter ion of fa i lurc  be used to  deduce w:ien sample fai lure  w i l l  occur. Form- 
ulated. in such a manner, localized failure can be described by i? material constant 
which is independent of tlie sample loading history (e.g. creep or  constant s t r a in  
rate) and sample conditions (e. 2. temperature) . However, sample loading history 
and t eqe ra tu re  w i l l  influence the rheological response of the p las t ic  zone and 
thereby a l t e r  the s t r e s s  path i n  that region. 
I t  is emphasized tha t  equation 3 is not the solution t o  the stated problm, 
since tha t  equation is derived f o r  a p las t ic  zone of constant size and hence does 
not incorporate the path-dependent solution for  the stress concentration factor as 
required for  tile stress-sensit ive,  viscoelastic - plas t ic  response of a glassiike 
high polymer. The simultaneous solution outlined above is presented below for arbit- 
rary sample loading history and arbitrary sample rheology. 
pT;EII\, for  the specified loading histories of creep and constant strain rate, are 
Specific solutions for 
then given and compared with experimental results. 
A detailed development of the theory, and its applications to Yi\f4A, may be 
found eisednere {is, Ej. 
I 
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Theory 
The Critical Zone 
For purposes of i l lustrat ion,  consider a flaw i n  the form of an edge crack 
of length c (see Figure 3) or  an e l l i p t i ca l  crack of major axis 2 c, oriented per- 
pendicular t o  the applied uniaxial tension. 
p las t ic  zone of thickness 2 
assumed tha t  the f l a w  under consideration represents t h e  c r i t i c a l  sample flaw, that  
is, the flaw with the highest i n i t i a l  stress concentration factor (as defined by 
equation 2). Tlie region a t  the flaw t i p  winere Tlastic deformations i n i t i a t e  mu/ 
or  grow is referred t o  as the c r i t i ca l  zone and is the region winere local fa i lure  
w i l l  i n i t i a t e .  
Let the t i p  of the crack end i n  a 
measured paral le l  t o  the applied stress.  I t  is 3. 
Bccause of the viscoelastic-plastic response of a glasslike high polymer t o  
localized high stresses, tne plast ic  region a t  the flaw t i p  w i l l ,  in  general, 
undergo a time-dependent growth with a path detcmineci by the stress history of 
t!ie c r i t i c a l  zone and by the applied sample strcss history. 
centration factor is ticyendent on t h e  size of the plast ic  zoiie, it follows tint 
growth of t he  zone w i l l  a l t e r  tne driving force, o r  s t ress ,  for  later growth. 
Thus, simxltaneous solution of the  stress concentration equitioii v i t h  the rheolog- 
ical equation describing the stress-defonnation-ti3e rcspoiise of the miterial  i n  
the c r i t i c a l  zone is reauired t o  determir,e the s t rcss  history of the Flast ic  zone. 
Since the stress con- 
I t  is t o  be emphasized that the p las t ic  defomtior i  process referred t o  
represents those deformations which occur during the sample loadinq history iwior 
t o  fa i lure  in i t ia t ion ,  i.e., crack or flaw propagation, i n  contradistiiiction t o  
those p las t ic  processes whicti occur during crack propagation. 
themselves in  the fracture surface morphology through the kinetics of crack ~ r o p -  
agation. 
ical response t o  localized iiizii stresses,  but only those plast ic  dcfonnatioris wiiick 
occur p r io r  t o  fa i lure  ini t ia t ion are of concern here. 
L 
The l a t t e r  ma!iifcst 
Presumably, both plast ic  processes are govcrned by the sample's rheolog- 
~ 
1 
I 
i 
I 
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The growth of the c r i t i c a l  zone may he likened t o  the growth of a craze 
during i ts  i n i t i a l  stages of thickening in  tlie direction of applied stress. 
proper conditions of stress, time, and environment, it has been demonstrated (20, 
21) that the c r i t i c a l  zone w i l l  ultimately propagate in  the direction perpendicular 
to  applied stress and become a visible craze. 
Given 
I t  is recognized tha t ,  for  a high polymer below its glass t r a i s i t i n n  t m p -  
erature, there is no abmpt boundary between t h e  highly oriented p las t ic  material 
i n  the critical zone ana the bulk material, but a continuous gradient of high defor- 
mation which decays outward from the flaw t ip .  
yield stress, the critical zone would be identical t o  that first consiciered by 
Keuber (14) and would resul t  i n  a stress concentration factor given by equation 2. 
For a material with a t rue local 
In order t o  develop a first approximation t o  the time dependence of the stress 
concentration factor, as influenced by the growth of a p las t ic  zone, it is assmed 
that a stress averaged t ruly plast ic  zone of uniform stress 
for the  apparently p las t ic  zone of continuous s t ress  gradient. 
L 
critical flaw. 
ing, is then given by equation 2 .  
can be substituted 
Thus, i n  Figure 3,  
-I represents t h e  average i n i t i a l  size of the $astic zone a t  the t i p  of the 
The i n i t i a l  s t r e s s  concentration factor,  pr ior  t o  any sample load- 
The load iwosed on t h e  bulk sample is greatly mgnifieci in tlie c r i t i c a l  zoIie 
and resu l t s  i n  growth of the plast ic  zone t o  some size 2 
from the comnencement of the sample loading history. 
zone resu l t s  i n  a change of the s t ress  concentration factor, assumed t o  be given 
1)). equation 2 ,  which at  t i ne  t is: 
( t )  3t a t i m e  t measured P 
Tine growth of the  plast ic  
In order to  obtain a solution f o r  tlie stress concentration factor, equation 4, as 
a function of time, it is necessary t o  obtain the s ize  of the plast ic  zone, P ( t j  
-9- 
as a function of time. 
zone, g ( t ) ,  as follows: 
For convenience, aefine a nominal s t r a in  f o r  the p l a s t i c  
Tnm, 5(0) = 0 a t  t h e  in i t ia t ion  of the sample loading history. Substitution of 
equation 5 into equation 4 gives T!ie stress c~nczntrzticjii factox= as a function of 
nominal s t r a in  (or re la t ive growt.tli) of the c r i t i c a l  zone: 
where Qo is the Keubcr constant cefined by equation 2 ,  arid represents the i n i t i a l  
value of the s t ress  concentration factor,  that  is ,  pr ior  t o  any sample loadkg 
history. 
I t  is now necessary t o  describe the growth of the viscoelastic-plastic zone 
a t  the flaw t i p  under tne influence of tlie time-dependent high stress in  tlie c r i t -  
ical zone, 3s defined by equation 6 .  
possible rhcolozical equntion f o r  the c r i t i c a l  zone i:: the followin!: f o n :  
'To i l l u s t r a t e  the i)roccdure, consider oze 
, 
-10- 
where 11 is a rime-deperiuent differential  operator given by 
ol' G I 3  t4 = &.+a,- Ir Q'L- 
i H = c%!?!- 
d;ti 
&kt 4 3 x 3 +  * * @  
d 
d t  
i j  
r=0  
arid .J i s  given, s in i la r ly ,  by 
- 
and where the a.  and b. are functions of time arid stress level C 
o r  are  constants for  a linear material. 
rheological statement of tile c r i t i ca l  zone response and nay be of different f o n  
dexnding on the material unuer consider s t '  ion. 
, in general, 
1 1 
Fquatior, 7 is only intended as an example 
Fnr  a c r i t i c a l  zone rlieological equatior, of  tile f o n  of eauatior. 7 ,  oilc of 
several ways t o  proceed wi th  tlie sLinult,'ir)ccm solution of equations 7 and 6 is as 
follows: and i ts  ckrivatives 
from equation 7. 
Equation 5 nay be useG t o  eliminate t h e  stress 
For example, from e.qiation 6 one obtains 
-11- 
where the large dot denotes Gerivation with respect t o  time. Equation 8 can now 
be used t o  replace 6 where it occurs in  equation 7 by derivatives on and 
on 6 , the latter being Ia-~own for  a prescribed, but arbi t rary,  s q l e  loading 
history. 
Tlius, a systematic reduction of eqmtion 7 may be achieved i n  which a l l  func- 
+;A,, I r l U I l 3  U L  fir P & Q A G  ...".  -n-lor#.%d L L i J A Q b L U  L-7 UJ F*mr+;n*P L C L ( I G . L I U A L J  of md f, thcr&y &ta&;;kg 2 di f f -  
e ren t ia l  equation in  5 which contains prcscribed sample loading functions, f ( t )  , 
known rheological constants and the parameter Q,. 
en t i a l  equation yields s ( t )  wnich, wiien combined with equation 6 gives Q(t) ,  the  
desired resul t .  
Solution of the resultant d i f fe r -  
The procedure ju s t  outlined accounts for  the mutual interaction of the stress 
concentration causing viscoelastic-plastic response of the critical zone, and tile 
e f fec t  of the p l a s t i c  response on the value of the stress concentration. In gcn- 
eral ,  the method of solution outlined w i l l  yield different stress concentration 
paths Q(t) depending on tiic chosen sample loacline, path fl ( t ) ,  the heuber constant 
Q,, and the par t icular  rheological constants and equation fo r  tiie given material. 
The procedure presented m i ,  i n  principle, be applied t o  a material capable of any 
arb i t ra ry  localized viscoelastic-plastic response, which m y  o r  may riot be descri'o- 
able by a rheological model of tiie form or  equation 7. 
The formulation of the c r i t i c a l  zone concept presented nere ernbodies the 
following four assunptions: (a)  t h e  deformation of the critical zone is essentially 
an isothermal process; (b) the q p l i e d  sample stress history is uniaxial; (c) 
the stress concentration factor for  tiie flaw t i p  may be obtained, t o  a f i r s t  a p r o s -  
h a t i o n ,  by a one-dimensional, but unsteady s t a t e  and path-dependent , stress anal- 
y s i s  of a p l a s t i c  zone of wiiform stress C which grows a t  the flaw t i p ;  (u) tile 
A 
~rowtli of the p las t ic  zone is essentially a constarit mass process. 
Tne f i r s t  assumption l i m i t s  the application of the theory t o  relatively lor\. 
speed f a i lu re  tests, and excludes application t o  dynamic conditions. Iiowever, low 
I 
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frequency cyclical tests are probably included i n  t h i s  treatment. Some prelimin- 
ary work on the problem of t h e  adiabatic growtli of the critical zone can be found 
elsewhere (18). i ~ 
Limitations on the applications of t h i s  theory imposed by assumption "b" 
I  
can be removed, i n  principle, by a two or three dimensional stress f i e l d  solution ~ 
for the 
applications of the theory to  uniaxial sample loading fa i lure  tests since, as is 
shown l a t e r  i n  t h i s  paper, the  results obtained are in  good agreement with exper- 
zone aid saj,ple* &s-uT,tiaik lie" uuca A,-- --4. u u L  appcai ..--*...- +e Lu \r;+;.8+n v A L L a L G  the 
irnental data. 
the t ransi t ion from apparently b r i t t l e  t o  ducti le fa i lure ,  is discussed in  the 
The significance of assumption "d", particularly as it pertains t o  
next section of t h i s  paper. 
Failure Criterion for the Critical Zone 
Ilaving determined the s t ress  history of the c r i t i c a l  zone, it is now nec- 
essary t o  examine the possible modes of fa i lure  which the zone may undergo. If 
the critical zone contained a relatively low molecular weight material, two pos- 
s ib l e  modes of fa i lure  could be controlling. The f i r s t  could involve the cohesive 
f a i lu re  of the c r i t i c a l  zone by a disruption of the intemolccular bonds between 
the molecules lying across the potential fa i lure  plane. Such fai lure ,  which may 
be tenned intermolecular cohesive failure,  is similar t o  the fai lure  ext;ibitec by 
a cavitating l iquid o r  the shattering of an inorganic glass, and involves l i t t l e  
or  no intramolecular bond breakdown. 
The possibi l i ty  of a l inear high polymer fai l ing in  such a manner is remote 
since the energy o r  stress required fo r  a cooyerative breakdown of the  intermol- 
ecular bonds along the high polymer chain f a r  exceeds the energy o r  stress required 
t o  sever the covalent bonds i n  the chain backbone. 
Another possible mode of failure for a low molecular weight material could 
be the viscous translation of the molecules i n  t h e  c r i t i c a l  zone across the 
-13- 
potential fa i lure  plane. This viscous mode of fa i lure  is also possible fo r  a high 
polymer and may be the ultimate cause of fa i lure  for a ductile or  necking type of 
failure.  However, a glasslike high p o l p e r  below its glass t ransi t ion tenrperature 
is generally subjected t o  stress-time-temperature conditions sudi that apparently 
b r i t t l e  fa i lure  rredominates. The possibil i ty that  ducti le fa i lure  may occur is 
considered below Lmt, for  the present purposes, only apparently b r i t t l e  Eaiiure of 
the bulk sample is of interest .  
I t  is assumed that  the naterial  i n  tiic c r i t i c a l  zone f a i l s  by the dissocia- 
t ion of the primary chain backhone bonds which traverse the potential fa i lure  
nlane (hereafter referrcc! t o  as active bonds and cleiinec? below), when the bulk 
smple exhibits apparently b r i t t l e  failure.  !iowever, it i s  recognized that  large 
scale deformations xi6 orientations of tlic naterinl  i n  tile critical zone generally 
?recede the intranlolecular bo~iit brcnkdown in t;iat zone, an6 are  responsible fo r  the 
apparent d i  fferertces i n  fa i lure  strengths observed u?cier various s ' q l e  loading his- 
to r ies  , temperatiires, and flaw introduction conditions. (A bet ter  description of 
the overall fa i lure  pocess  may 5e had by call ing t h e  process semi-ductile rather 
th'm apuarently b r i t t l e  brit a change i n  nornenclaturc a t  t h i s  point would violate 
tile arinciple of cmservation of confusion. ) 
Tius, regardless of the dzfomation path by which tlic c r i t i c a l  z m e  defoms 
yr ior  t o  localized fai lure ,  a criterior, of inci?ieiLt c r i t i ca l i t y  for the hi@! s t ress  
region nay he written as follo\%s: 
#b 
!*her. the  tensile s t ress  (C) i n  t h  c r i t i ca l  zom, as defiiiecl by the ra t i i  
6epenGent s t ress  concentration i i l  tile c r i t i c a l  zone, is  such that it equals o r  
exceeds the intramolecular cohesive strenc:th of thc averace active - primary chain 
bond lying across the notential fracture plane, the c r i t i c a l  zone m J s t  f a i l .  
era1 material fa i lure  mist follow i f  the q , l i e d  load is not iimcciately rernovea o r  
Gerz- 
reduced in  some fashion. 
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The nominal stress in the c r i t i ca l  zone is  given by equation 6 ,  af te r  b ( t )  
is obtained by simultaneous solution of equations 6 and 7 as outlined above, and 
may be rewritten as  follows: 
where b ( t )  is a prescribed, but arbitrary,  uniaxial sample loading history. 
L e t  the number of active bonds, per unit  area, crossing the potential fa i lure  
plane i n  tne c r i t i ca l  zone be n( t )  , tiie volume density of thcse bonds hl (t) , and 
the repeat distruice of an active bond measured along t h e  chain backbone be l b  . 
Tnen 
Because the critical zone is highly deformed, prior t o  incipient c r i t i ca l i t y ,  the 
density of active bonds w i l l  decrease as the c r i t i ca l  zone grows. Thus 
where No is the in i t i a l  volume Jensity of active c h i n  backbone bonds, that  is, a t  
time zero and prior t o  any sample ioaJing !listor).. (Recall tliat ( 0 )  = ( 1 . )  
The number ?io is thercfore tiie same for bulk and critical zone material. ‘FAus, 
equations 10 and 11 combine t o  give 
I t  is t o  be emphasized that equation 11 accounts €or tiie increased volunc of 
the c r i t i c a l  zone as a result  of i t s  hig!t deformation i n  the direction narallel  t o  
the applied stress. T h i s  excess volumc may not be un i ion ly  distrilmtec in  the 
c r i t i c a l  zone, but rather may be i n  the f o m  of small pockets o r  voids, mucn as 
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is the case reported for craze structures (22 ) .  liowever, the density correction 
is required here even though the exact distribution of the added volume is uncer- 
tain.  
The number average force per active bond i n  the critical zone is given by 
where 9 ( t )  is the average cosine projection which 
(13) 
tne active bonds make with the 
normal t o  the Eailure plane (see figure 4 ) .  Combination of equations 9 ,  1 2 ,  anti 
13 gives .1 
Equation 14  may be rearranged as follows: 
The maxir;lum permissible value of the r izh t  side of equation 15 is obtained when  
F(t)  = F*, the cohesive strength of the active bonds in  question, and when/ 
- 
equals the projection obtaiiiea ween tne rnolecular chains are completely orientcd 
in tile direction of a p l i c d  s t ress  (see Figure 4 ) .  Lkfining a c r i t i c a l  stress 
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I t  follows tha t  the condition of incipient c r i t i c a l i t y  is obtained when P ( t )  = Pc*. 
A t  a l l  times i n  tlie loading history prior t o  the onset of localized fai lure ,  
C 
Pc(t) = PC* Incipient Cri t ical i ty  (18) 
It is t o  be noted that P ( t ) ,  the critical stress function, is a path-ciepend- 
C 
ent function whose value a t  any time is cletemined by t h e  solution t o  the critical 
zone rheology-stress concentration problerll presenteu above. This solution w i l l  
depend upon the sample loading history, the sanple's rheological behavior t o  iocal- 
ized high stress ? and parmetrically on Q,, , the Ijeuber constant. 
tha t  P ( t )  deFen2s on $ ( t )  not only expl ic i t ly  (see equation 16) but also implic- 
i t l y  through the dependence of (t)  on ( t )  . Furtnemore, Pc(t) w i l l ,  in 
general, depend on a l l  factors w l i i d i  influence the rheological response of the cr i t -  
ical zone such as tcnperature , strain ra te ,  i n i t i a l  f13h character? etc. 
I t  is enphasized 
C 
In contrast t o  Pc(t) ,  the value o€ Pc* is solely a f u x t i o n  of rnaterirrl constants 
and represents a local fa i lure  cri terion which is indcpendent of a l l  rheological 
rnanifestatioils of the fa i lure  t e s t .  
and should he applicablc t o  any s t ra in  rate, temperature, saT?le loading history,  
o r  i n i t i a l  flaw condition, provided, of course, that  apparently brittle fa i lure  is 
the observed node of- sample failure.  
Xius, the value of Pc* is a inaterial constant 
In  the development of tlie condition of inci7ient c r i t i ca l i t y  expressed by 
equation 18, xl active bond refers t o  a stress-su?porting covalent chain LacADone 
bond in  a macromolecule which is  "anchored" t o  the glasslike matrix surromdinr: the 
critical zone. If such "anchoring' is not highly prevalent, then the c r i t i c a l  zone 
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deformation is not a highly localized deformation of a constant mass of material 
defined by the original size of the critical zone. 
be accomplished simply by the macromolecule being of sufficient length to completely 
Presumably, t he  anchoring may 
traverse the critical zone, thereby having both ends imbedded in the glassy matrix. 
However, it is conceivable that the mcromolecule is anchored at one o r  both ends 
Under the appropriate conditions of stress, time, and temperature, the crit- 
ical zone may grow by the addition of mass, that is, by a collapse of the glasslike 
walls of the highly stressed region of plastic deformation. 
then the assumption of a constant mass critical zone process (see the preccding 
section: 
a corstant mass deformation, are not valid. 
If such is thc case, 
The Critical Zone) and equation 11, which gives the volume correction for  
The condition of non-localized a d  
non-confined growth of the critical zone, by mass addition, is believed to represent 
the onset of general sample ductility. 
ty defined by equation 18 represents a maxiim stress condition for the material 
in the critical zone, it follows that a ductile or necking type of failure must 
occur under conditions such that P,(t) < Pc*. 
Since the condition of incipient criticali- 
At the time-stress-temperature conditions under whit? sample failure is 
apparently brittle, the critical stress function path, Pc(t), is such that &(*)=e* 
prior to the stress state and time required for non-localized growth of the critical 
zone, i.c., for non-confined ductility. 
Beforc proceeding to the numerical application of the theory to I-S4VA, sane 
qualitative deductions on the effects of temperature m y  he obtained. 
a series of samples containing flaws with identical stress concentration factors, 
- i.e., of constant Qo, which are tested at various temperatures. A t  the condition 
of incipient criticality, equations 16, 17, and 18 may be written as follows: 
Consider 
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t o  the ma,pitudc o f  the surface enerky. 
TIie effect  of flaw irItro2uction tenFeraturc, a t  constant tensi le  test ten?- 
The riFht side of equation 19 is nearly independent of temperature, since 
F* and KO are,  a t  best, weakly dependent on tenperature, over a reasonable range. 
Thus, t o  a first approximation, Pc* is independent of temperature. However, 6 ( t )  
w i l l  be a stron? function of temperature since it reflects the rheological growth 
of the c r i t i c a l  zone. 
Qo ,  and hence s t a r t  with the same stress concentration, rheological considerations 
dictate  that  a sample tested at  higher temperature w i l l  display enhanceci viscoelastic- 
F las t ic  processes within the c r i t i ca l  zone. Thus, 58 is expected t o  increase with 
temperature, under identical loading history conditions. 
eqgation 19, that  
Given that a l l  samples under consiaeration have the same 
I t  follows directly from 
must decreasc with temperature. 0 
'his, the ohserved &crease of tei isi le strength with temperature is consistent 
witn the eq-ected eidiancement cf viscoelastic-plastic response at  higher tcxpera- 
tures.  ;?y way of contrast ,  the G r i f f i t h  equation forces or,e t o  conclude that the 
surface energy term decreases with temperature (refer t o  equation 1 a t  constant c) 
which is contradictory t o  the sqposedly large coritri:,ution of p l t s t i c  processes 
erature,  can be explaimd as follows: 
t ion  factor for 3 f1z.J i n  a naterial  capable of localized viscoclastic-plastic 
rcsyonsc is ?i\.cii by tke :icubt.r constnnt , C', , which is nronortionai t o  ti'e square 
root of c/ . so 
invcrscly proFortiona1 to the extent of Plast ic  dcfonntion a t  t:ie flai.,: t i p .  
considerations led t o  ti:c everimeilts suimarizeC ir, Figures 1 and 2 diich siiox 
clear ly  that  flaws introduced a t  3 higher t e p r a t u r e  are less d f e c t i v c  i n  concen- 
t ra t ing  stress than flaws introciuced a t  a lower t q e r a t u r e .  
A neasurc of the i n i t i a l  stress corxentra- 
Tius, fiarss of iclenticai 1enstli :lave s t ress  coiiceiitratiom is:ic> arc 
5uch 
T h i s  observation is 
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consistent with the  eqec ted  increase i n  viscoelastic-plastic deformation processes 
which would accompany the introduction of a crack (flaw) a t  a higher temperature. 
I f  the material response t o  localized high stresses is primarily of an clastic 
nature, then in the l i m i t  of vanishing viscoelastic-plcastic d e f o m t i o n  a t  the 
flaw t i p ,  the c r i t i c a l  zone and bulk material approach a homogeneous deformation 
system, with a t  best a high giadiciit of stress iiear the ~ ? Z X  tip. Under S G d i  CCE- 
ditions,  it can be shown that  t h i s  theory approaches, both conceptually and analyt i -  
cal ly ,  the Griff i th  theory. 
region of constant size constitutes the c r i t i ca l  zone, t h i s  theory recluces t o  Omwan's 
modification of the Griff i th  theory. 
extreme of behavior is l i k e l y  because of the propensity of such systems t o  undergo 
localized viscoelastic-plastic defoimations which are stress level sensitive. 
these conditions, the time and path dependence of the stress concentration factor 
A t  the other extreme of behavior, where a p las t ic  
In general, for  polymeric glasses, neither 
Under 
is of major importance t o  a description o f  the fa i lure  yroccss. 
the theory presented here is a t  least  a f i r s t  approximation t o  the phenomenon of 
the coupled s t ress  concentration - rheologiczl responsc system. 
I t  is proposed that  
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Tneoretical Failure Curves 
For PXJA 
In order t o  i l l u s t r a t e  the specific applications of the heory, constant 
s t r a in  ra te  and creep fai lure  of P!M are considered here. 
rate fai lure  test is an example of a prescribed s t ra in  history whereas the creep 
The constant s t r a in  
test represents a prescribed stress history. 
sent the viscoelastic-plastic response of P?MA is a 3laxwell element i n  series with 
The rheological model chosen t o  repre- 
a Voigt element, the viscous component of which obeys the Eyring hyperbolic-sine 
flow l a w .  The model is shown i n  Figure 5, and is described by the following equa- 
t ion: 
If the same model is used t o  describe the viscoelastic-plastic response of the cr i t -  
The model of Figure 5 incorporates the mininiun number of required features 
fo r  the expected rheological response of thc c r i t i c a l  zone, namely, irrunediate 
e l a s t i c  deformation, viscous flow, and retarded elastomeric response which is highly 
stress sensit ive (activated) , the l a t t e r  through the Kyring viscosity term. 
fact, fo r  the rheological constants used for  PFPIA, the model of Figure 5 ShO\\rS 
essent ia l ly  l inear  viscoelastic behavior for  the bulk material (equation 2.0) wiien 
subjected t o  constant s t ra in  ra te  loading, wliereas the eo,uation for the c r i t i ca l  
zene (equation 21) with the same constants shows highly viscoplastic response. 
The latter effect  is due t o  the very high stresses which act  i n  the c r i t i c a l  Z O I ~ ~  
which, in  terms of the model, serve t o  drastically lower the effective retardation 
of the non-linear Voizt element. 
TR 
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Earlier iii t h i s  paper, it was noted that craze formation, and also critical 
zone growth, is of an apparently plast ic  nature. 
is that  very high uniaxial orientation and deformation of a high polymeric material, 
of necessity, produces a restoring force of a conformational entropy origin. 
The reason for  t h i s  qualification 
Thus, 
unless the glasslike walls of the critical zone collapse sufficiently t o  allow large 
scale mass transfer of chain segments into the c r i t i c a l  zone: the restoring force 
w i l l  pers is t  throughout the critical zone history. 
t ion of tile segmental motion processes required t o  relieve the c r i t i c a l  zone, o r  
Because of the very high retarda- 
a craze, of its high deformation, by comparison t o  the weak conformational entropy 
restoring force, the deformation w i l l  appear p las t ic  within many decades of time 
a f t e r  it has occured. 
t ion of the c r i t i c a l  zone deformation process which, in t e n s  of its influence on 
Thus, the t e n  apparently p las t ic  is an appropriate descrip- 
the fa i lure  properties of polymeric glasses, must be considered t ruly plast ic .  
The possibi l i ty  of appreciable non-localized growth, o r  viscous flow, of 
the c r i t i c a l  zone has been considered in  the previous section of this paper, where 
it w a s  proposed that such an effect ,  which did - not represent essentially constant 
mass defornation of t he  c r i t i c a l  zone, may represent the transit ion t o  ducti le 
fa i lure .  
thus, the critical zone growth, prior t o  incipient c r i t i ca l i t y ,  is envisaged t o  
be of a nearly constant mass and apparently p las t ic  type. Within the time scale 
of in te res t  (namely, t o  fa i lure  ini t ia t ion) ,  the c r i t i c a l  zone appears, however, 
t o  be of a t ru ly  p las t ic  nature. 
structure and behavior of both crazes and fracture surfaces in  glasslike high poly- 
For the preser,t purposes, apparently b r i t t l e  fa i lure  is of interest  aid 
Tnis point of view is consistent with the known 
mers. 
The chosen rheological model fo r  the critical zone, equation 2 1 ,  displays 
the required behavior. 
the necessary restoring force whereas thc retardation of the Eyring element displays 
a stress-activated yielding (a t  the high stresses in  the c r i t i c a l  zone), but no 
The uefonnation of the non-linear Voigt element embodies 
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such yielding a t  lower stresses (for example, i n  the bulk material). 
high deformation of the Voigt element under t h e  influence of a - high stress may 
be associated with the orientation 'and conformation changes which accompany the 
growth of the c r i t i c a l  zone material. This deformation f i ts  t h e  description of be- 
Thus, the 
ing apparently p las t ic  since a removal of stress would deactivate the Eyring type 
of €low and resul t  i n  a "frozen-in" defumiathii. 
Thus, the model of Fi,gure 5 appears t o  be a good qualitative representation 
of both the lmlk and c r i t i c a l  zone response, as is shown below. 
again emphasized that the coupled s t ress  concentration-critical zone rheology 
problem develoFed in  a preceding section of t h i s  paper is i n  no way restricted t o  
a model of the form of Figure 5. -4s improved rheological descriptions of critical 
zone material and bulk material became available, the c r i t i c a l  zone rheology prob- 
Iiowever, it is 
l e m  can be enbellishcd accordingly. For the present yurpose, the mode1 of Figure 
5 is taken t o  be a f i r s t  approximation t o  thc behavior of both hulk and highly 
stressed (c r i t i ca l  zone) p;?RA, which, needless t o  say, should give a bet tcr  des- 
cr ipt ion of the patii-deyender:t stress i n  the c r i t i c a l  zone than the constant stress 
concentration, e las t ic  30de1 of the Griffi th type of flaw. 
The rheological constants for t b c  model cf F i p r e  5 were obtained by analysis 
of creep curves on ? 3 l A  a t  the same teqera tures  t o  be used i n  the creep and con- 
s tant  s t r a in  ra te  fa i lure  tes t s .  
which were fed t o  an oscillographic recordcr. 
was used t o  obtain the immediate e las t ic  deformation of the sample and t o  insurc 
tha t  the creep load was apFlicd rapidly, but not so rapici as t o  produce a (rlynmtic 
stress condition a t  short timcs. 
The. creep s'amples were f i t t e d  w i t h  extensomters 
The extension record so obtaincc 
Tie constant k, was obtained from the I.E.2. recorded a i d  ths known creep 
load. ?'he constant 7  as obtained f r o m  the long time portion of the Cree? curve, 
a f t e r  the l inear  Cree? region had heen reached. 
the t o t a l  mount of retarded elastoneric de€ormation observed from the begiminq 
Tfie value OF k2 vms ohtainec! f r m  
c 
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of the creep t e s t  t o  the l imi t ing  value obtained by extrapolation of the l inear  
flow region back t o  zero time, thereby subtracting out the purely viscous defor- 
mation. Finally, tne Eyring constants K a n d K  were obtained by a suitable plot 
of the retarded component of deformation versus log time and comparison of the curve 
with a series of standard curves obtained from equation 20. 
-. c h a w  ay r- cf the s i g x i r 1 . l  curve gave @- 
axis gave K. 
Thus, the relat ive 
and the p s i t i o n  of the curve on the log time 
I t  is emphasized that  unique values of a l l  the constants in the model were 
obtained by the procedure used, and that there was no arbitrary judgment used in  
obtaining these values. The 
values of the constants so obtained were checked a t  various levels of creep stress 
and found t o  be consistent. 
then used t o  obtain a constant strain ra t e  s t ress-s t ra in  curve for PMA, from equa- 
t ion 20, and the predicted curve was in excellent agrement with experimental con- 
s tan t  s t r a in  ra te  curves. 
values of a l l  the constants of the model cannot be obtained readily from a constant 
s t r a in  ra te  t e s t .  
The procedure is  explained in  de ta i l  elsewhere (18). 
Also, the constants obtained in the creep tests were 
However, it is t o  be noted that unique, non-arbitrary 
The constants obtained fo r  P:\blA by analysis of creep curves were obtaineu with 
out any fracture data whatsoever. 
€?PIA a t  35OC and are used in  the c r i t i ca l  zone rheology analysis below for both the 
constant s t ra in  ra te  and creep failure theoretical curves. 
i f icat ions of the constants are used in the analysis fo r  various loading his tor ies ,  
flaw introduction temperatures, o r  rate of loading effects,  provided of course that  
a l l  the fa i lure  t e s t s  are t o  be performed a t  the same temperature, namely 3 5 O C .  
For other temperatures or environmental conditions, new rheological constants are 
necessary for  the particular conditions o i  interest .  
These constants are tabulated in  Table 1 for  
Xo adjustments o r  mod- 
One way t o  proceeci wi th  the analysis of the path dependent s t ress  concentra- 
t ion  in  the c r i t i c a l  zone, for  a rheological 'equation of the fonn of equation 21, 
Table 1 
Rheological Constan ts  f o r  PMMA at 3 5 O C  
A, = 2 dynes /  cm 
dynes / c m  
dyne-sec/cm 
2 c m  /dyne 
-1 sec  
9 
2 
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cr 
is t o  eliminate the stress l, a ~ d  its derivatives from this equation by neans of 
equation 6. Thus, from equation 6: 
(22)  
Combination of equations 6 ,  3 ,  ,and 22 with equation 2 1  and rearrany,emnt and inver- 
sion of the hypcr?mlic sine term give, a f te r  differentiation of ecl~iation 21 t o  rcinovc 
the integral  sign: 
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Gecause of the par t icular  f o n  f o r  tlie critical zone rheological equation, equation 
21, thc  stress 
T h i s ,  it is convenient t o  eefine LL dinensionless applied s t ress  S = 
anci its derivatives occur in equation 23 always uivideu by k2. 
=4 
The non-linear, ra ther  cornplcx form of equation 23 for  the critical zone size 
is not due en t i re ly  t o  t h e  rheological equation form chosen for  analysis, na;ncly 
equation 21. I t  is  easi ly  s!~oi\ni that  i f  the rlleological equation for the critical 
0 a r5 
zone were simply i? :laxwell equation, ?/A+ '/ f: 3 , then the equation obtained 7 
after elimination of t5e critical zone s t r e s s  (the equivalent of equation 33 here) 
would a l so  be non-linear i n  6 . x:is is because t h e  c r i t i c a l  zone stress c\c ( 
and its size 6 are  not 1ir;early coupled (see equation GI. nus, tile pztji- 
dependent stress concentration problcm is iilhcreritly of a noii-linear nature, regard- 
less of the rheological equation which describes the critical zone. ?his  is &e t o  
tklc fom of the s t r c s s  concentration factor ,  equation 6 ,  which nust be considcrcci 
when p la s t i c i ty  c f fec ts  are present a t  t h e  f l a w  site. 
Usinz thc constants fo r  E F . i . 4 ,  3s tabulated i n  Table 1, equation 23 nay tx 
( t ) ,  for  any prescribed strcss jiistoq- ~ ( t j .  solved numerically t o  obtain 
and parametrically as a function of 0,. 
hulk s t r a i n  history is given b y t V l t ( f o r  a l l t 3 0 )  0 where r is a coiistait r a t s  c f  
s t r a in .  Equation 20 can now be solvcii numerically t o  obtain b ( t )  ~ ( t )  ( t )  
corresponding t o  tlie chosen s t r a in  !iistory. 
For tlie constaiit strain rate  condition, tf:c 
0 .e 
Thus, a numerical solutioii t o  tiie lion- 
l inear  differerit ial  equatioli for  t h e  c r i t i c a l  zone s ize ,  cquatiori 2 5 ,  can now ilc 
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performed, thereby yielding 6 ( t )  for  a specified Neuber constant Q,, and for  
I the chosen stress (strain) history. 
(The procedure is somewhat more straightforward if the sample s t ress  history 
is prescribed, since 
use of equation 20 t o  generate 
history 
c ( t )  and i t s  derivatives are known directly.  Therefore, 
( t )  and i ts  derivatives from a prescribed s t ra in  
e ( t )  is not required). 
The analysis described above has been carried out fo r  WNA at various rates  
of s t ra in ,  through the use of a high speed computer and a fourth order Rmge-Kutta 
scheme for the second order equation fo r  the c r i t i c a l  zone, equation 23. 
of growth of the c r i t i c a l  zone, 
Thc ra te  
0 6 ( t )  , obtained for a particular set of conditions 
is shown in  Figure 6 ,  where the s t ress  activated yielding of the rheological model 
is clearly evident. ( t )  which can be used 
with the known (prescribed) sample stress 
function Pc(t) (see equation 16). 
t ions for  the c r i t i c a l  s t ress  function Pc(t) as a function of time, for  various 
rJeuber constants, and for  a constant sample s t ra in  ra te  of 
curves are obtainable for  any arbitrary, but prescribed, sample stress or s t ra in  
a 
Another integration of 6 ( t )  gives 
( t )  t o  generate the critical stress 
Figure 7 shows the f ina l  resul ts  of the calcula- 
sec.'l. Such 
history,  and for  any arbitrary c r i t i ca l  zone rheological equation (for example, 
equation 21). 
Tne c r i t i c a l  stress function paths shown in Figure 7 are ,  i n  general, a 
function of the Neuber constant ( i n i t i a l  stress concentration factor),  the envir- 
onmental conditions as they affect  the rheological constants of the c r i t i c a l  zone, 
the sample stress or  s t r a in  history ( in  th i s  case, constant s t r a in  r a t e ) ,  and the 
par t icular  constitutive equation which describes the c r i t i c a l  zone benavior i n  the 
given material. 
The cr i ter ion of incipient c r i t i ca l i t y ,  as  giver, by equation 18, can now be 
applied t o  the resul ts  snown i n  Figure 7. 
uation of Pc*, from equation 1 7 ,  are obtained as follows: 
For PWA, the constants used in the eval- 
I t  is assumed that  the 
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carbon-carbon backbone bond can be describeci adequately, in  tension, by the !%ne 
potential, equation 24. 
where 
"a" is a c o n s t a t  obtainable from spectroscopic data, andla is tne equilibrium 
bond spacing. 
is the bond energy a t  a spac ing1  , ue is the bond dissociation energy, 
The bond "force constant" is given by the second derivative of tiie bond 
energy, d'u/dp'. A t  bonci spacings greater than tne spacing where the Norse 
potential  exhibits an inflection, tne force constant is negative. ' I h s ,  tiie inflec- 
t ion point represents, i n  a classical  sense, the dissociation point for tlie bond. 
The m,acirmm value of the force Khich tiie bonti can support, i.e., its cohesive 
strengtli, is obtained by evaluation of the f i r s t  derivative of the &rse potential 
-
a t  the point of inflection, which yields equation 25. 
Using known values of the Tlorse constants fo r  the carbon-carbn 1,o~:d (23) , as  
f 0 1 lows : 
tiie cohesive strength is  cakula te2  to  be 
F* = 5.87 x c;yncs/?ionci 
For P'-%IA, thc molecular weight of a repcatin: ur,it is l i N > ,  anc! the censity 
of the hulk material is 1.18 t o  1.19 a t  2 5 O C  ( 2 4 ) .  
repeat uni t  is two. Therefore, Yo (see equatjon 17) is given by cquation 27. 
The number of activc 1)o;ius 9c.r 
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N, = ~ ( 1 . 1 ~ )  (6.02 
100 
Referring t o  the derivation of equation 1 7  and Figure 4, 4' is taken t o  be the 
length of the carbon-carbon bond (1.57 A), and 
complete orientation of the c r i t i ca l  zone inaterial at failure.  
F 0 is given by equation 28 fo r  
Combination of equatiocs 17 ,  2 6 ,  27, and 28 gives 
Since the particular form of equation 23 led t o  the convenient dimensionless ayplied 
stress S =6d,. the ordinate of Figue 7 is plotted as dimensionless Pc(t)/k2. 
Thus, the value of Pc* can also be made dimensionless by the same constant k 
indicated i n  equation 29. 
as 2 '  
This simply corresponcis t o  division of both siiies of the 
fa i lure  cr i ter ion,  equation 18, by the constant k2. 
Referring t o  Figure 7, incipient c r i t i c a l i t y  of the critical zone, and there- 
a f t e r  apparently b r i t t l e  S T J k  f a i h x e ,  occurs when the critical stress function 
reaches the horizontal l ine  which denotes Pc*/k2 = 5.40. Tliis corresponds t o  the 
f a i lu re  cr i ter ion given by equation 18. Again, it is emphasized that the critical 
stress function path P ( t )  w i l l ,  i n  general, depend on the rheological response of 
tile critical zone, the environmental conditions, the simple loading history, and 
C 
the i n i t i a l  stress concentration factor, as given by the Keuber constant (Qo). 
ever, for  a given material, Pc* represents a material constant independent of the 
rneological response of the critical zone. 
represents the c r i t i c a l i t y  condition for apparently b r i t t l e  fa i lurc  of P P L I  regard- 
less of the nature of the sample loading history, environmental conditions, o r  Neuher 
How- 
11 
Tlius, t h e  value OC P * = 1.b x 10 
C 
constant. 
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For the constant strain ra te  condition used t o  generate the c r i t i c a l  stress 
functions of Figure 7 ,  the intersections of the curves of various i n i t i a l  stress 
concentration factors with the horizontal c r i t i c a l i t y  curve give t h e  times t o  f a i l -  
ure for  the various Neuber constants. Since the stress (or strain) history applied 
t o  the sample is specified, the time t o  fa i lure  immediately gives the sample stress 
(or s t ra in)  a t  failure.  Thus, a plot of fa i lure  stress versus Neuber constant is 
readily obtained and these resul ts  are shown i n  Figure 8. 
ure are  resul ts  ohtained for different sample strain rates ,  a f t e r  Zevelopment of 
the appropriate c r i t i c a l  stress functions in  a manner identical t o  that used t o  
obtain Figure 7.  
is consistent with experimental observation (25). 
Also shown in t h i s  f i g -  
The effect  of a two decade change in s t ra in  ra te  is small, but 
Calculations for a sample stress history which corresponds t o  a rapid r a t e  
of stress followed by a constant creep load have been perfonned i n  de ta i l  elsewhere 
(13) where an asymptotic f o m l a  for creep fai lure  is also presented. 
fa i lure  calculations are sLnrnnarized here in  Figure 9 ,  for ITMA a t  35OC. 
of solution is identical t o  that used t o  obtain Figure 8 ,  namely solution f o r  the 
c r i t i c a l  zone growth, equation 23,  followed by calculation of the  c r i t i c a l  s t ress  
function, both for  a creep s t ress  history (%> aml ied  t o  the s q l e .  
cr i ter ion of incipient c r i t i c a l i t y ,  equation 18, was used to  obtain the f ina l  resul ts ,  
Figure 9. 
The creep 
The nethod 
Finally, the 
Because of the particular fom of equations 2 1  anu 23 which describe the 
c r i t i c a l  zone rheological response, the creep resul ts  arc plotted in  Figure 9 with 
ai ordinatc given by SoQo (= c* ). Thc constant k2 is  known (see Table 1) 
and Q, represents the !;euber constant, o r  i n i t i a l  s t ress  conccntration factor, for 
a given creep sample. 
which a l l  have similar adventitious o r  a r t i f i c i a l  flaws, then Q, merely corresponJs 
t o  a ver t ica l  scale expansion factor i n  Figure 9,  from which a crcep fzi lure  clinre 
of 
If a scr ies  of samples are chosen for  crecp failure study 
versus log tR ( t h e  t o  break) can be readily ohtained. 
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Further discussion of the theoretical fa i lure  results obtained by the crit- 
ical stress function arialysis for  t h e  critical zone is presented below a f t e r  com- 
parison of Figures 8 aid 9 with experimental fa i lure  data. 
Experimenta 1 Applications 
TO l?.f?A 
TL- 4.1 _^_I-  *:-- ~ ~ l e  L I I ~ U L ~ L L ~ ~  fa i lure  curves deveioyed for  constant s t ra in  ra te  (Figure S )  
and creep (Figrirc 9)  Failure of P . P W  a t  3 5 O C  can be apnlieci directly t o  experi- 
mental data on the fracture of t h i s  material under thc s;mc conuitions. h v e r -  
imental studies werc pcrfoned on cast PXV\ snect (Rol-n 6 ilaas, Plexiglas 11,  
ljFe G) of one-sixteenth inch nominal tiiicimess. 
s,mples us& in  thc creep study t o  obtab, the rheological constants for  equations 
20 am! 2 1  (see Table ij were cut from the same smvle sheets. 
The fractiire sam?lcs arid the 
The e-xperimental procedure for s'mple Freparation is descritcd in  detai l  
elsewhere (18). 
flaws i n  the f o n  o f  edEe cracks were introduccd by means of a razor blade . y i l l o -  
t i ne  enclosed in  a constant t w p r a t u r e  chamber. Samples were discarded i f  t h e  
f ree  nmning crack prodiiccd was riot pqwndicular  t o  the  samplc edge, o r  i f  the 
f ree  runninz crack was not appxia1)ly lonycr than thc i n i t i a l  razor blade pcnetra- 
tion. Final s q l e  machining was Fcrfomed or, a hi211 specd "Tensil-Kut" machine. 
The Cree? s a q l e s  were machined t o  a rec tmgi la r  shape of s ix  irlciics by one-half incll, 
and the  constant s t r a in  ra te  samples conformed t o  AST4 specification N38-58T. 
After machining, the flaw sizcs (free nulniiig crack lenyth) were wxisiircd on R pol- 
arized l izli t  microscope. 
t ens i l e  tes te r  €or constant s t ra in  rate t e s t s ,  o r  n creep tes te r  for t h c  creel! loati 
f a i lu re  tests. 
in  de t a i l  elsewhcrc (18). 
Briefly, sam?)le blanks were cut frorn the PE?M sheet axid a r t i f i c i a l  
The samples were then loaded t o  failure usin!: an "Instron'' 
Tile constructioii and operation of the creep tes ter  is L:cscribcd 
A l l  t e s t s  were pcrfonned a t  constant tenpcrature. 
The resul ts  for  a constant strain rnte of lo-' sec.-l ,  and n t  55OC, ilre sl~own 
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i n  Figure 10 where the logarithm of the breaking stress is plotted versus the log- 
arithm of the art if icial  flaw (crack) length. 
resul ts  are plotted as  the logarithm of the creep load times the square root of the 
flaw (crack) size (multiplied by a constant) versus the logarithm of the time t o  
failure.  
- e.g., large flaw-small load, and small f lawlarge load. The data presented were 
a l l  obtained a t  3S°C on samples containing a r t i f i c i a l  flaws introduced a t  2 5 O C .  
The effect  of flaw introduction temperature has already been emphasized and Figures 
1 and 2 show the least-mean-squares l ines for data obtained in  the same manner as the 
data of Figure 10. 
In Figure 11 the creep fai lure  
The data of Figure 11 include a l l  combinations of creep load and flaw size, 
In  order t o  compare the experimental resul ts  with the theoretical fa i lure  
curves, it is necessary t o  f i r s t  consider the effect  of crack length on the i n i t i a l  
size of the critical zone. 
crack introduction, it is t o  be expected that tne i n i t i a l  size of the critical zone, 
pa , is independent of t h e  lengtn of tne crack, c. This would be the case i f  a l l  
I 
For flaws introduced under controlled conditions of 
t h e  cracks were free running and introduced a t  the same temperature. 
proposed that  
flaws of various length, but a l l  introduced under identical craching (flaw intro- 
duction) conditions. Ilowever, 
tecmique and/or conditions, for any given nater ia l .  
!ius, it is 
is a constant fo r  a ser ies  o€ samples containinq a r t i f i c i a l  
- is a function of tile ;?articular flaw introduction 
These deductions are intuit ively appealhg , when one considers tiic physical 
significance of t h e  i n i t i a l  s t a t e  of t!ie c r i t i ca l  zone. 
a re  essentially confimec', o r  a t  least shown t o  be consistent, w i t r i  tix qianti ta- 
t i ve  predictions of tile theory. 
for  constant s t ra in  r a t e  failure of PNXA or  PS gives R st raizht  l ine of slolje (-l/L). 
F i p r e  s also gives a straight l ine of slope (-1/z) wt.lcr! 1cg 6a is ?lottccl vs. 
1% q0 2 ( recal l  t ;mt  no?- yC 1. ~ h u s ,  a r t i f i c i a l  flaw introduction tec;uiiques 
Ibwever, tiiese ileductiofis 
I t  is  well ~mwn tjmt 3 ?lot of I O O , ~ ~  vs. log c 
Qe 
d 
being inuepenaent of flaw lcneth c,  but ucpendent on t h e  s. do indeed resul t  in  
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conditions of flaw introduction, as is eqerimentally verified by Figures 1, 2 ,  mc? 
10. Note that the difference of log Qo2 and log c is equal t o  log 4/p and is 
imlependent of flaw length for  any giveri flaw introduction tenperature, a l l  other 
flaw introduction variables such as propagation velocity beinq held ccnstant ( in  
t h i s  case, a l l  being free numing edge cracks). 
The theoretical  fa i lure  curves of Figures 8 and 9 w e r e  calculated without 
recourse t o  fracture data of any kind. 
strength and density constants for  the PKA chain backbone and rheological constants 
obtained from creep tests. 
imental fa i lure  studies whose lengths were ineasured pr ior  t o  the test ,  it follows that  
fa is the only undetermined parameter i n  Figures 8 and, 9. However, the physical 
The only parameters used were ’mown bond 
Therefore, since artificial flaws were uscd. i n  the exper- 
ineaning of f” is definite.  Since the experimental fa i lure  data of Figures 10  
and 11 were performed on sa?lples containing flaws of known length, it follows that 
comparison of Figures 8 and 9 with Fiqures 10 and. 11, respectively, should yield 
theoretical  f” values, fo r  the  particular flaw introduction con2itions use&. 
Since has been shown t o  be independent of flaw length, but dependent on 
flaw introduction conditions, and since the flaws in  bot5 the constant s t ra in  rate 
and creep fai lure  samples were introduced under identical conditions, it follows 
that f. for  both Figures 10 and 11 should be the same. This is  a necessary condi- 
t ion on the internal consistency of the theory and its applicability t o  various 
sample loading his tor ies .  
Comparison of Figures 3 and 10 sliows that  the abscissae of these grsphs d i f fe r  
by a horizontal s h i f t  factor of log (4/3, ). 
represented by points whereas the solid l ine is actually the theoretical fa i lurc  
curve of Figure 8 shifted horizontally. 
In Figure 10,  the experimental data are 
The shift factor used corresponds t o  a 
0 f. value of 190 A, which corresponds t o  the i n i t i a l  c r i t i c a l  zone s ize  for  
the given flaw introduction conditions. 
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Similarly, comparison of Figure 9 (replotted with a logarithmic ordinate) 
and Figure 11 shows that  the ordinates d i f fe r  by a factor of b ( ~ ~ ’ ” . 3 )  In 
Figure 11, the sol id  l ine  is actually the theoretical curve of Figure 9 shifted 
ver t ical ly  by an mount which corresponds t o  a 
flaw introduction conditions. 
0 
value of 120 A, a t  the given 
S o  
Ir? view of the admittedly crude f i r s t  appmximation t o  the c r i t i c a l  zone 
f o  
rheological response, as  given by equation 21, the agreement of the values of 
obtaineu independently from both creep and constant s t ra in  ra te  fa i lure  t e s t s  is 
deemed quite satisfactory. 
which the theory is predicated, when applied t o  variations o f , s t r a i n  ra te ,  t e s t  
temperature, flaw introduction temperature, and sample loading history leads 11s 
t o  bclieve that  these conccpts are basically correct. 
the theoretical  creep fai lure  curve and the constant s t r a in  ra te  fa i lure  curve 
:\loreover, the internal consistency of the concepts on 
Firthennore, the shapes of 
are in  agreement with experimental data. 
The theoretical fa i lure  curvc of Figure 9 indicates a marked decrease of 
There is sone indication creep s t r e s s  with fai lure  time a t  about l o 6  seconds. 
that  the experimental data of Figure 11 tend t o  verify t h i s  effect  predicted by 
the theory. IIowever, aoditional creep fai lure  data a t  m a l l  flaw sizc anC; loaa 
conditions are requireL] t o  establish the validity of tLis predicted deviation fron 
the often used, but enpirical, l inear  relationship Sctweer, creep s t ress  anc; 107 
(time-to-break) . 
The dependence of on tile flaw introduction temperature for  I”I~;c\  can 
be obtained by coqarisoii of Figares 1 anu S win2  the horizontal s; l if t  calcula- 
t ion described almvc. The resul ts  of these calculations are y-escritw i n  ‘hblc  2 .  
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Table 2 
Effect of Flaw Introduction Temperature on the I n i t i a l  Size of the C r i t -  
ical Zone in PhP-lA ( a l l  samples fractured a t  3 5 O C . )  
Flaw Introduction 'Temperature ("C) 
30 
55 
0 
177 
195 
239 
The variation of with flaw introduction tenperature is as expected, i n  
tnat  higher temperatures should result i n  enhanced viscoelastic-plastic deformation, 
thcreby result ing i n  less effect ive stress concentrations for :i given flaw length. 
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Discussion 
The t h e o r e t i c a l  f a i l u r e  curves of F igu res  8 and 9 are 
t w o  examples of t h e  a p p l i c a t i o n  of t h e  theory  t o  v a r i o u s  sample 
loading  h i s t o r i e s .  Both  t h e  cons t an t  s t r a i n  ra te  and c reep  
f a i l u r e  curves  w e r e  cons t ruc ted  us ing  t h e  same r h e o l o g i c a l  
c o n s t a n t s  for t h e  c r i t i c a l  zone response and, of majar impzrtance, 
t h e  same f a i l u r e  c r i t e r i o n  f o r  t h e  c r i t i c a l  zone. Di f fe rences  
i n  f a i l u r e  s t r e n g t h s ,  o r  t i m e s  t o  f a i l u r e ,  which r e s u l t  from 
v a r i a t i o n s  i n  sample loading h i s t o r y ,  i n i t i a l  f l a w  c h a r a c t e r  
o r  method of i n t r o d u c t i o n ,  and temperature  a l l  serve t o  a l t e r  
t h e  p a t h  dependence of  t h e  c r i t i c a l  stress func t ion  P , ( t ) .  
c o n t r a s t  t o  t h e  pa th  dependence of P c ( t ) ,  t h e  c r i t i c a l  stress 
number Pc* i s  a material cons tan t  independent of  a l l  rheo log ica l  
m a n i f e s t a t i o n s  and responses  wi th in  t h e  c r i t i c a l  zone and i s  
therefore a t r u e  c r i t e r i o n  of l o c a l  f a i l u r e  i n i t i a t i o n  provided, 
of c o u r s e ,  t h a t  appa ren t ly  b r i t t l e  f a i l u r e  i s  t h e  mode of f r a c t u r e .  
The c r i t e r i o n  of i n c i p i e n t  c r i t i c a l i t y ,  o r  l o c a l  f a i l u r e ,  
I n  
a s  g iven  by Pc*, r e q u i r e s  a knowledge of t h e  s t r e n g t h ,  d e n s i t y ,  
and o r i e n t a t i o n  of t h e  cha in  backbone bonds which u l t i m a t e l y  
f a i l  w i t h i n  t h e  c r i t i c a l  zone. I t  i s  e a s i l y  shown, i n  f a c t ,  t h a t  
t h e  same parameters  are involved i n  t h e o r e t i c a l  estimates of i, 
t h e  G r i f f i t h  s u r f a c e  energy. However, because t h e  coupled stress 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n - c r i t i c a l  zone rheology problem i s  d i r e c t l y  formulated 
i n  terms of t h e  stress w h i c h  a c t s  w i t h i n  t h e  c r i t i c a l  zone, t h e  
f a i l u r e  c r i t e r i o n  i s  convenient ly  expressed a s  a c r i t i c a l  stress 
ra ther  than  a c r i t i c a l  su r f ace  energy. This  avoids  t h e  paradoxica l  
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d e f i n i t i o n  of  a s u r f a c e  energy which i s  a path-dependent variable 
b u t  is  supposed t o  r e p r e s e n t  a material cons tan t .  
Refer r ing  t o  equat ion  1 9 ,  it can be shown t h a t  t h e  t h e o r e t i c a l  
curve of F igure  8 would no t  g ive  a s t r a i g h t  l i n e  u n l e s s  t h e  
f a c t o r  (l+&)vL i s  independent of t h e  Neuber c o n s t a n t  Qo. I n  
t h e  development o f  F igure  7 f o r  t h e  c r i t i c a l  stress f u n c t i o n  
P c ( t ) ,  it w a s  necessary t o  so lve  f o r  t h e  re la t ive growth of t h e  
c r i t i c a l  zone a s  a func t ion  of t i m e ,  n a m e l y g ( t ) ,  when t h e  c r i t i ca l  
zone w a s  sub jec t ed  t o  a v a r i a b l e  
which i tself  i s  a func t ion  of 6. 
stress concen t r a t ion  f a c t o r  
As shown ear l ie r ,  t h i s  requi red  
t h e  formula t ion  and s o l u t i o n  of equa t ion  23 ( f o r  t h e  chosen example, 
r h e o l o g i c a l  equat ion  21). 
c r i t i c a l i t y ,  namely t h e  i n t e r s e c t i o n  of P c ( t )  . w i t h  PC* i n  Figure 7, 
is  a l s o  obta ined  dur ing  t h e  procedure used t o  c o n s t r u c t  F igu re  7 
(or i t s  e q u i v a l e n t  f o r  any sample loading  h i s t o r y ) .  
Thus,  g(t)  a t  the t i m e  of i n c i p i e n t  
For t h e  cond i t ions  of Figures  7 & 8 (namely, PMMA; a t  35OC; 
under  a c o n s t a n t  s t r a i n  r a t e  loading;  and f o r  t h e  c r i t i c a l  zone 
r h e o l o g i c a l  response s p e c i f i e d  by equat ion  21 and t h e  c o n s t a n t s  
of Table 1) , t h e  va lues  of s(t) a t  f a i l u r e  i n i t i a t i o n  ( i .e.  ,& 
ob ta ined  a r e  given i n  Table  3 .  
. 
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Table 3 
Theoretical Values of Critical Zone Growth to Failure 
for PMMA Under Constant Strain Rate at 35OC. 
Strain Rate (sec-l) QO 
1 250 
500 
1000 
2000 
1 250 
500 
1000 
1 x 250 
500 
1000 
2000 
2.814 
2.813 
2.811 
2.808 
2.813 
2.812 
2.791 
2.812 
2.810 
2.790 
2.786 
The theoretical calculations show that the critical 
zone relative growth from the initiation of loading to the instant 
at which flaw propagation initiates is essentially independent 
of the initial stress concentration factor, for a constant strain 
rate loading at a given temperature. This is so even though the 
Q (t) path is definitely dependent on the Neuber constant. The 
tensile test temperature should have a far greater influence 
on the value of &than the effect of strain rate, presumably 
because of the strong influence of temperature on the rheological 
constants for the critical zone. However, calculations at temperatures 
other than 35OC are required to substantiate this effect. 
In view of the constancy of sBversus Neuber constant, for a 
constant strain rate loading, it can be concluded that glasslike 
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high polymers give qualitative agreement with a Griffith type 
plot of 10g6~ versus log c for two reasons: (1) The value of 
is essentially independent of €law length provided all flaws 3. 
are introduced under identical conditions. ( 2 )  The total growth 
of the critical zone up to the initiation of flaw propagation 
is essentially independent of the level of initial stress concentration. 
However, it is conceivable that a glasslike high polymer with 
rheological response to localized high stress of a nature 
considerably different than that described by equation 21 would 
not result in constancy of x 8 .  Under such conditions, the equivalent 
of Figure 8 would not be a straight line. 
The theoretical values of can be used to obtain a measure 4 
of the size of the critical zone at the instant of flaw instability. 
Iff”= 1952 , and &is taken as 2 . 8 ,  thenfe=fe (I+& ) =  7402.  
total thickness of the critical zone iszf, or - ca. 15008. 
The 
Since the stress is a maximum at the flaw tip in the apparently 
plastic zone and decays outward from the flaw tip, plasticity 
effects will be most pronounced at the flaw tip. The numerical 
value of characterizes the maximum stress at the flaw tip, 
and may be thought of as representative of the size of a truly 
s 
plastic zone with a uniform stress equal to the maximum stress 
at the flaw tip. Therefore, numerical values of at any instant 
of time (e.g ) must be numerically smaller than the extent of 
plastic deformation at the flaw tip in any material capable of 
s 
apparently plastic response. This is the case because the 
viscoelastic-plastic deformation at the flaw tip is a result of 
the cumulative effect of the entire stress history which existed 
at the flaw vicinity, as well as the instantaneous stress level. 
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Summary 
In the introduction, attention was called to the Orowan 
treatment for a crack blunted by a plastic domain. However, 
the conclusions reached here appear to be more general in that 
consideration has been given to a general viscoelastic-plastic 
zc~le  which gefierates a time-and path-dependent stress concentration 
factor. The theoretical predictions are consistent with both 
Griffith's and Orawan's treatments when applied to constant 
strain rate data for glasslike polymers. In addition, the present 
theory provides an explanation of several conceptual difficulties 
which arise in the application of the Griffith surface energy concept. 
(a) The effect of flaw introduction temperature is consistent 
with the physical interpretation of the critical zone, 
prior to flaw instability. 
(b) The effect of a change in strain rate is predicted, 
a priori, without recourse to an ad hoc variation in the 
failure criterion. 
(c) The "inherent flaw size" concept ( 3 )  developed from 
.I 
data on samples containing both adventitious and artificial 
flaws has shown anomolous behavior in that the inherent 
flaw size appears to vary with temperature. In terms of the 
present theory, the procedure used to obtain the inherent 
flaw size cannot be considered valid since it has been shown 
that flaw introduction conditions produce flaws of different 
initial stress concentrating ability. Thus, adventitious 
and inherent flaws cannot be characterized with respect to 
flaw length alone. 
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(d) The variation of tensile strength with temperature is 
consistent with the expected enhancement of viscoelastic- 
plastic response in the critical zone and does no t  require 
any modification of the criterion of local failure. 
(e) For a given material with known rheological constants, 
and known molecular chain backbone structure, theoretical 
failure curves for arbitrary sample loading histories 
can be predicted, %priori, and depend only on the initial 
stress concentrating ability of the critical flaw. 
criterion of local failure, or flaw instability, is a material 
constant which is independent of the rheological response 
at the critical flaw tip. 
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